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QUESTION 1

A tag with a well-formed SQL statement attempts to save a query object to the SESSION scope but generates a runtime
error. When the same tag is executed with its name property pointing to a variable in local variables scope, 

the tag succeeds without a runtime error. 

What is the most likely reason for this? 

A. Query objects cannot be saved to the SESSION scope. 

B. The SESSION scope only allows a limited number of variables per user. 

C. The SESSION scope allocates limited memory per user. 

D. Session management must enabled in the current application. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You are using the xmlSearch() function to retrieve data from an XML document. Which function signature most
accurately describes the data types of the arguments? 

A. xmlSearch(xml object, xpath) 

B. xmlSearch(string, xpath); 

C. xmlSearch(string, regular expression) 

D. xmlSearch(xml object, regular expression) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement about a regular expression is true? 

A. It is a term used for common design patterns. 

B. It is a method of discussing design with clients. 

C. It allows developers to discuss code syntax. 

D. It is a method of searching strings. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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Your application has a page that has very high traffic. The page is rendered from data in a database. Your application
should only run a query if it has been longer than 60 seconds since its last execution. 

Which attribute of the cfquery tag allows you to specify a time where a query should NOT be executed again? 

A. cachedAfter 

B. cachedBefore 

C. cachedWithin 

D. cachedFor 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You have read xml stored in a database column into the variable xData. 

Which two statements convert the variable from an XML document to an XML object? (Choose two.) 

A.  

B. #xData# 

C. #xData# 

D.  

E. #xData# 

Correct Answer: AB 
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